
DISTRIBUTION INTELLIGENCE PROVIDES THE INSIGHT YOU NEED TO PLAN, OPERATE AND optimize a 

dynamic and bi-directional grid that encompasses distributed energy resources (DERs) such as rooftop 

solar power, energy storage devices, electric vehicles and demand response controls and programs.  

Use demand curtailment, distributed and renewable generation and other types of embedded 

generation for optimal dispatch. In doing so, you deliver the quality of service that your customers 

Distribution Intelligence 

Create and Operate the New Energy Distribution Model  

Why Distribution Intelligence 

 Integrate distributed energy resources into your 

distribution grid 

 Apply solar power, energy storage and  demand 

response to balance local supply  

and demand 

 Justify investment  

 Build data-driven asset investment plans for 

upgrading critical distribution infrastructure 

 Improve safety and reliability  

 Reduce unplanned outages and improve power 

quality with insight into voltage  and transformer 

loading levels  

Powerful forces are reshaping your ability distribution grid:  

 Growing use of residential solar power, energy 

efficiency and energy storage 

 Accelerating data volumes and velocities  

 Financial and regulatory pressures to reduce CapEx and 

implement new business models  

If you don’t adapt to these forces, large swings in 

transformer loading and voltage levels threaten the safety 

and reliability of your network delivery of power. The more 

unreliable your service becomes, the more your customers 

are motivated to defect to either competitive suppliers or 

to generating their own power.  

You need the right solutions to pursue the growth 

opportunities presented by DERs, demand shaping, and a 

deeper, more personalized relationship with your 

customers.  
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Balance Your Supply and Demand  

The proliferation of distributed energy 

resources and changing regulations are 

pushing utilities like yours to become 

distribution service providers that balance 

local supply and demand among many 

different generators and users.  

Making the Transition Easier  

Distribution Intelligence helps you make the 

transition to a distribution service provider. 

The application incorporates advanced 

analytics and intuitive visualizations that 

provide the context you need to develop 

new business models and revenue streams 

based on distribution.  

 

Advanced analytics in Distribution 

Intelligence support transactional 

operations and price signals, CapEx 

optimization for feeders, and reduced 

operational expenditures.  

What You Get How It Helps You 

Feeder analytics including computations of demand levels, load 

duration and profile curves, utilization and load factors, potential 

peak load reduction and percentage capacity gain using 

distributed energy resources 

Defer capital investment and identify potential capital 

savings  

Reduce peak demand using demand response and energy 

efficiency 

Transformer analytics including load levels, capacity utilization 

load duration and profile curves, and impact of adding 

transformers to feeders 

Serve additional load more cost effectively using existing 

assets 

Target asset replacement when and where its needed 

Voltage analytics including customer-, transformer– and circuit-

level voltage profiles; voltage levels along a circuit; voltage 

deterioration; and time series of voltage trends  

Increased reliability and power quality  
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